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The Sound of Healing is a life-changing personal revelation...a virtual key to unlock your hidden

potential. This book is the perfect companion to accompany the music, as it demystifies the science

behind the frequencies and explains how to get the most out of your listening experience. There is

even a chapter that tells musicians how to recalibrate their instruments to play in the seven healing

frequencies. And of course, plenty of historical information concerning the healing tones that I

believe were given to King David by God himself! Truly an inspirational journey into the spiritual

realm of healing and much, much more....
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Would like to purchase this book for a little less expense. But it is a phenomenal book with piercing

and heart-warming information. I do have the CD's and absolutely LOVE playing them, using them

as background music, using them to soak in the Lord's presence. I can feel healing capabilities

emanating from the music. But I cannot say for sure if they have actually promoted a complete

healing.

Unreadable on my Kindle also. It would not let me preview the book before I bought it. Once it was

downloaded, all the words are scrambled together. Not a readable format. Like another person

commented.....will not wrestle with trying to read it. It takes forever just to get through one sentence.

Would not recommend buying a digital version.



Get the actual book! Michael explains something that has been a mystery to me for years - why the

pitch of my voice is higher than the pitch of the instruments. Therefore I am told I am "sharp". This

book gave me explanation for other questions I have had also. Read and enjoy!!!

I have no idea if the book is good or not. I cannot wrestle each picture page, nor will fight to read it.

Not in any kindel format I could use. Have to zoom in and out just to be able to try to read any of it.

Ridiculous!

After reading the comments, I decided to download the sample and not the actual book. Everyone

was right. You can't read this; the printing is messed up. Why doesn't someone fix this? Then I will

purchase.

I can't say if I liked it or not it would not download to my kindle or my ipod.
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